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Abstract—In the not so far future, vehicles are expected to be
able to communicate with each other and with the road infras-
tructure, to enhance driving experience and support road safety,
among others. Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) introduce a
number of security challenges to the research community, mainly
concerning the tradeoff between the privacy of the drivers and
the accountability of misbehaving vehicles. Another challenge is
how to satisfy privacy in the presence of an adversary that has
access to all communication (a global observer), and that can
perform traffic analysis in order to link messages and identify
vehicles.

In this paper we attempt to address such issues and propose
a set of cryptographic mechanisms that balance the tradeoff
between privacy and accountability in a VANET. Furthermore,
we examine techniques for location privacy against adversaries
that perform a Bayesian traffic analysis, and propose a strategy
to strengthen location privacy in VANETs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are receiving in-
creasing attention in industry and academia, as they are con-
sidered by many to be the most challenging implementation
of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). In the not so far
future, vehicles are expected to be equipped with sensors,
short-radio wireless interfaces and computational capabilities,
thus being able to communicate with each other and with
the road infrastructure. Inter-vehicle networks are expected to
enhance driving experience and to support road safety, traffic
efficiency, automatic toll collection, infotainment and context-
oriented personalized services, among others ([1], [2], [3]).

In a typical application of a VANET, vehicles broadcast
safety messages such as emergency information (e.g., concern-
ing accidents, dangerous road conditions, sudden braking, lane
changing, etc) or traffic avoidance warnings, in a one-hop or
multi-hop fashion. Messages can also be routed to/from the
road infrastructure (e.g., in response to traffic jams reports,
bad road conditions, requests for assistance, as well as non-
safety related applications [1], [3], [4]). Two or more vehicles
can also establish more permanent relationships (e.g., create a
platoon, drive cooperatively, engage in transactional commu-
nication, etc) [5].

The inherent characteristics of VANETs, such as the rela-
tively uncontrolled operations environment, the high mobility
of the nodes and the wireless medium, make them likely
targets for abuse and introduce a number of security challenges
to the research community. A number of passive and active
attacks against the vehicular nodes and the infrastructure,

have already been pointed out in the literature (see e.g.,
[1], [5], [6], [7]). Examples of such attacks are: Denial of
Service (DoS) at the physical or application layer, fabrication
and substitution at the protocol layer, and eavesdropping at
the wireless (physical) layer of the network. In view of the
projected large scale applications of VANETs, these chal-
lenges urge the adoption of a set of security requirements:
availability guarantees, message authentication, accountability
(non-repudiation), privacy (anonymity and unlinkability), and
in some scenarios confidentiality as well.

Of particular interest to the research community is the
tradeoff between privacy and accountability: while we desire
that it is hard to track (monitor) a vehicle within a group of
other vehicles, a faulty vehicle or a vehicle that has caused an
accident, may have to be properly identified so as to provide
assistance and/or establish forensic evidence ([1], [2], [6]).

Our Contribution: In this paper we discuss the design re-
quirements and present mechanisms for balancing the tradeoff
between privacy and accountability in a VANET. We consider
both pairwise and group communication among vehicles in
the network, as well as communication between a vehicle and
the road infrastructure. Our approach is hybrid, i.e., we use
symmetric and public key operations for message authentica-
tion and encryption. For strong privacy we require vehicles
to use pseudonyms that are changed with a frequency that
minimizes the overhead, while guaranteeing anonymity (that
is, pseudonyms are changed only when needed). In addition,
we elaborate on the unlinkability aspect of privacy and show
how privacy-preserving mechanisms and pseudonym changing
can often be defeated by adversaries who perform a Bayesian
traffic analysis. To this end we propose a specific strategy to
strengthen unlinkability in VANET communication.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents a
brief summary of related work on security and privacy in
VANETs. In Section III we model the network, discuss the
threat model and examine design requirements for a privacy
infrastructure. In Section IV we present a set of privacy-
preserving protocols for VANETs. Section V discusses secu-
rity and analyzes the performance of the proposed protocols.
In Section VI we examine privacy and unlinkability against
traffic analysis. Section VII concludes the paper.
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II. RELATED WORK

During recent years, the challenges for security and privacy
in VANETs have stimulated a number of introductory and
survey papers (e.g., [1], [3], [6], [7]). The literature has
also provided several security mechanisms for inter-vehicle
communications. More specifically, a few research papers
discuss the need to balance privacy and accountability by using
cryptographic techniques ([1], [3], [6], [8], [9], [10]). In ([1],
[3]) for example, digital signatures for message authentica-
tion are combined with short-lived pseudonyms to establish
conditional anonymity for the vehicular nodes.

Group formation is also proposed as an alternative strategy
to strengthen privacy and hinder traffic analysis in VANETs
([5], [4], [11]), or to augment communication efficiency [12].
In [3] symmetric session keys are established between pairs
of nodes or among a group of nodes in order to reduce
the overhead in message authentication between vehicles that
establish more permanent relations (e.g., platoons).

The need for confidentiality in specific scenarios of VANET
implementations has also been discussed in recent works
([7], [9], [13]). Specifically in [13], the protocols of [3] are
extended: session keys for pairs of vehicles are established by
using the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol [14] while
group session keys are established using the key transfer
approach of [3]. These keys are used for both message
authentication and confidentiality [13].

III. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

VANETs are typically hybrid networks ([8], [7]), i.e., com-
munication takes place between two or more vehicles in an ad-
hoc setting (Vehicle to Vehicle - V2V) and/or between vehicles
and the road infrastructure (Vehicle to Infrastructure - V2I).
All vehicle nodes of the network are assumed to have unique
identifiers (e.g., this could be an Electronic License Plate
number issued by an authority). Furthermore, vehicles are
assumed to have sufficient power and computational/storage
resources to run the required cryptographic mechanisms, and
to be equipped with a tamper-resistant component ([1], [7])
that manages the cryptographic material and records a history
of emergency events and messages.

A. Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication (V2V)
Vehicles are able to communicate with each other either

directly, while they are in wireless range, or indirectly in multi-
hop mode, with vehicles acting as both routers and end nodes.
For example, safety messages concerning traffic congestion
can be propagated through the network by neighbors travel-
ing in opposite directions. We distinguish two modes of of
communication:

• Heart-beat communication. In this mode a vehicle sends
messages containing its current position and speed, or
other safety-related information, to any neighbor in
broadcast range—in either direction of the road. This
mode requires the lowest overhead.

• Group communication. This mode covers scenarios where
two or more vehicles decide to establish a more perma-
nent relation, (e.g., cooperative driving, platooning etc).

In proximity groups of more than two nodes, a group
leader may temporarily manage group membership and group
session key distribution. We do not discuss the details of group
formation and group leader election as these are beyond the
scope of this paper, but refer the reader to other works (e.g.,
[4], [12]).

B. Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communication (V2I)
Vehicles are also able to exchange messages with the road

infrastructure. At the front end, the infrastructure consists
of Road Station Units (RSUs), which are base stations that
handle the bulk of communication with the vehicles. At the
back end, a Registration Authority (RA) is responsible for
managing the network (e.g., identity and certificate manage-
ment, authorization control, auditing etc). The RA may be
a single public entity or a set of entities or cooperating
corporations ([1], [2], [10]). However we shall abstract away
the specific structure of the RA, as well as the existence of a
network infrastructure that mediates trust relations with other
service providers.

In the V2I setting, communication can be either uni-
directional (e.g., vehicles send heart-beat messages to the
RSU ) or bi-directional, where for example a vehicle responds
to RSU probes or, an interactive protocol is run between
the vehicle and the RSU for updating the vehicle’s list of
pseudonyms. At the link layer, V2I communication can be
either one-hop or multi-hop, where vehicles can also route
information towards the RSUs if needed.

C. Threat model
The adversary is modeled as a traditional Byzantine ad-

versary [15], i.e., is able to observe (eavesdrop) or tamper
(modify) the contents of the communication channels, provide
inputs to honest parties and observe their outputs, and coor-
dinate the actions of all corrupted parties. All components of
the VANET (the vehicles, the RSUs, and the RA) including
the adversary are modeled by probabilistic, polynomial-time
Turing machines.

In this paper we consider a privacy adversary, that is a
global passive observer that monitors communications within
the VANET to extract or infer private information. This
information may be used to link past and future message
exchanges in order to track vehicles. To facilitate tracking,
the adversary may compromise some vehicles and RSUs, and
extract their logs. We allow for insider attacks (in which some
RSU ’s may get compromised), but assume that the RA is a
trusted entity, that cannot be compromised.

D. Privacy and unlinkability
We shall consider privacy threats involving communication

with both, other vehicles and the road infrastructure. As in
([8], [1], [3]), our privacy protection mechanisms will be
based on the use of short-lived pseudonyms that prevent direct
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correlation of broadcast messages. These are anonymous key
pairs (PK, SK) for both encryption and signatures, together
with the corresponding certificates (CERT), issued by the
RA and distributed to the vehicle nodes either statically
or dynamically. In the static case ([1], [3]) a number of
pseudonym key pairs {(PK

j
Vi

, SK
j
Vi

)}j∈J are pre-loaded to
the vehicles Vi offline (e.g., by the manufacturer). In the
dynamic case, anonymous key pairs are updated by executing
an online protocol between the vehicles and the RSU ’s [6].
The anonymity gained is conditional, in the sense that the
pseudonyms bear information that allows the RA, or a number
of cooperating authorities ([8], [9]), to establish accountability
against a misbehaving node.

E. Key distribution and management
To establish message authentication and accountability, we

require that all messages are digitally signed by vehicular
and infrastructural nodes. We leave the exact mechanism of
establishing a vehicular Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) out
of scope of this work, and instead refer the reader to other
works on the subject ([2], [16], [10]). In the pairwise and
group modes of communication, it is also allowable for nodes
to establish symmetric session keys to reduce the overall
overhead. Such symmetric keys may subsequently be used
to protect the confidentiality of the exchanged messages.
However we require that established keys are not used for mes-
sage authentication, as this would weaken the non-repudiation
requirement.

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVING PROTOCOLS FOR VANETS

A. V2V privacy-preserving protocols
Heart-beat communication: Throughout this section we

follow the notation used in [3]. We assume that when a
vehicle V detects the presence of a new neighbor V ∗ at the
link layer, it broadcasts its encryption certificate CERT e

V ,
i.e., a public encryption key and the corresponding signature
of the RA. Before V ∗ sends a safety or traffic related message
M∗, it signs this with its private signature key SKs

V ∗ attaches
the corresponding signature certificate, and encrypts these
with the public encryption key of the receiver PKe

V . Thus,
the exchanged messages should contain at least:

V →∗ : CERT e
V

V ∗→V : {SIGSKs
V ∗

(M∗||T ∗), CERT s
V ∗}PKe

V

where T ∗ is a timestamp, “||” is concatenation,
SIGSKs

V ∗

(M∗||T ∗) is the string consisting of consists
of M∗||T ∗ in cleartext followed by a signature on the hash
of M∗||T ∗ with the private signature key SKs

V ∗ , CERT s
V ∗

is the signature certificate of node V ∗, and {}PKe
V

represents
encryption with the public key of V .

In a typical 3-step extension of the protocol for mutual
heart-beats, vehicle V ∗ would also encapsulate its encryption
certificate in the second step, in order for vehicle V to submit

its own heart-beat, as shown next:

V →∗ : CERT e
V

V ∗→V : {SIGSKs
V ∗

(M∗||T ∗), CERT s
V ∗ , CERT e

V ∗}PKe
V

V →V ∗ : {SIGSKs
V
(M ||T ), CERT s

V }PKe
V ∗

where M ||T is a heart-beat message and timestamp of V .

Pairwise keys: We assume that each vehicle will broadcast
its encryption certificate when it detects a new neighbor.
Vehicles V and V ∗ establish a symmetric secret key K as
follows. One of the vehicles, say V ∗, chooses a random
key K, appends a timestamp T ∗ and signs the message
with its private signature key SKs

V ∗ . It then sends the result
to V , encrypted with its public encryption key PKe

V . V

decrypts the message, verifies the signature to obtain the
session key K, then confirms the receipt of the session key
by signing an acknowledgement with its private signature key
SKs

V , appends its certificate CERT s
V and returns the result

encrypted with the session key K. The protocol should thus
contain at least the following messages:

V →∗ : CERT e
V ,

V ∗→V : {SIGSKs
V ∗

(K||T ∗), CERT s
V ∗}PKe

V

V →V ∗ : [SIGSKs
V
(K||T ), CERT s

V ]K ,

where [ ]K denotes encryption with the symmetric key K.
On completion of the key transfer protocol, vehicles V

and V ∗ will be able to further communicate with message
authentication and secrecy. For example vehicle V ∗ can
send privately to V the authenticated message M ∗ with a
timestamp T ∗ as follows:

V ∗→V : [SIGSKs
V ∗

(M∗||T ∗)]K

Group keys: We assume that a group leader vehicle L

periodically broadcasts its encryption certificate. All other
members Vi, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, of the group return their
encryption certificates CERT e

Vi
encrypted with the public

key of the group leader, PKe
L, who then chooses a (random)

group session key K, signs it with its private signature key
SKL and transmits this privately to the group members. The
protocol should contain at least the following messages:

L→∗ : CERT e
L

Vi→L : {CERT e
Vi
}PKe

L

L→Vi : {SIGSKL
(K||T ), CERT s

L}PKe
Vi

where PKe
Vi

is the public encryption key of vehicle Vi and T

a timestamp.
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B. V2I privacy-preserving protocols
Heart-beat communication: We assume that each RSU

periodically broadcasts its encryption certificate CERT e
RSU .

As in the V2V setting, a vehicle V signs a safety or traffic-
related message M with its private signature key SKs

V ,
appends its certificate CERT s

V and then encrypts the result
with the public key PKe

RSU of RSU :

RSU→∗ : CERT e
RSU

V →RSU : {SIGSKs
V
(M ||T ), CERT s

V }PKe
RSU

We assume that if the RSU is not in the wireless range of
V , other vehicles in the vicinity of V will relay heart-beat
messages to RSU in multi-hop mode.

Certificate update: Vehicle V detects the presence of an
RSU , then constructs a message M = {PKe

V j ||PKs
V j}j∈J

that contains a set of new encryption and signature
pseudonyms. Vehicle V then signs the request for updating
its pseudonyms with its private signature key SKs

V and
encrypts the result with the public encryption key of the
RSU , PKe

RSU . The RSU forwards the request to an online
RA which signs the pseudonyms with its private signature
key SKs

RA, and sends them via the RSU to V encrypted
with its public key, PKe

RSU :

RSU→∗ : CERT e
RSU

V →RSU : {SIGSKs
V
(M ||T ), CERT s

V , CERT e
V }PKe

RSU
,

RSU→V : {SIGSKs
RA

(CERT s
V j ||CERT e

V j ||T )}PKe
V

V. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE

In the V2V and V2I protocols of Section IV, the vehicles are
equipped with short-lived pseudonyms for both encryption and
digital signing. The protocols make use of typical public key
and symmetric cryptosystems, for example with key sizes of
` = 1024 and t = 128 bits respectively. The candidates could
be: the ElGamal scheme [19] for public key encryption, the
DSA algorithm for creating and verifying digital signatures,
the AES encryption scheme for symmetric encryption and a
hash function in the SHA family of functions.

For authentication, messages are digitally signed by the
vehicular nodes, and the receivers are able to corroborate any
legitimate message to an authorized pseudonym. We assume
that there is a mechanism by which a pseudonym can be later
traced back (e.g., by the RA) to a true identity (e.g., by using
forensic evidence). We omit further discussion on this issue
since it is not a key factor in our analysis.

Freshness and liveness is assured by incorporating times-
tamps in the signed messages. Alternatively, the protocols can
be easily adapted to support challenge-response mechanisms
with random nonces. We assume the underlying primitives are
secure.

Our V2V and V2I protocols for heart-beat, pairwise and
group communication extend the protocols discussed in ([1],
[3], [13]). Privacy is strengthened by requiring the en-
cryption, when possible, of all identifying information (i.e.,
pseudonyms and signatures) with a (semantically) secure en-
cryption scheme. In this way privacy is strengthened, and the
requirement that a pseudonym needs to be changed at the end
of each session is relaxed. Below we discuss the implication of
this strategy for the performance of the system. In Section VI,
we elaborate on the privacy criterion and argue that updating
a pseudonym is not always enough to establish unlinkability
for a given node.

Performance analysis
As discussed in Section IV, at the beginning of each session,

every vehicle that responds (i.e., a responder) to a hello
message encrypts its credentials and authorized pseudonym,
timestamp and other traffic data with the public key of the
initiator of the session. If nodes are engaged in further
conversation, a symmetric session key K is established and
from that point all authentic messages are encrypted with the
established key K.

Our solution, compared with related work in the field (e.g.,
[1], [3], [13]), minimizes the overhead of the pseudonym
changing/updating subtasks, since a responder in a session
does not have to change its pseudonym in the following
session. This has an implication in terms of storage, commu-
nication and computation. In static schemes for example, the
cost of storing a large number of pre-loaded pseudonyms is
reduced significantly, i.e., the key set size per user is reduced
by half, on average, compared with the key set size in [3].
On the other hand, in dynamic schemes the communication
cost is also kept low since the node is not involved in a large
number of interactive protocols with RSUs for updating its
pseudonyms.

Communication: In the V2V heart-beat mode, each vehicle
sends information with a minimum size of 6` + m + t bits,
where t is the length of the timestamp, m is the length
of the message to be sent and 6` is computed as follows
(e.g., concerning node V ): 2` for the certificate CERT e

V ,
` for SIGSKs

V
, 2` for CERT s

V , and ` for encryption with
PKe

V ∗ . Similarly, in the pairwise key establishment protocol
the vehicle V sends 5` + 2t bits of information, while in the
group key transfer protocol the cost is k× 3` for the group of
k vehicles and k × (4` + 2t) for the group leader.

In the V2I heart-beat mode, the cost for V is 4` + m + t

while the cost for the RSU is 2` bits. Similarly, the cost for
V in the certificate update is 6`+ t+(J ×2`), where J is the
number of pseudonyms that V requests to be registered.

Computation: All messages in the V2V and V2I protocols
are digitally signed and accompanied by the corresponding
signature certificate. Thus, each vehicle performs at least two
public-key operations for the creation and verification of a
digital signature in each session. To enhance privacy, signed
messages and corresponding certificates are encapsulated into
an encrypted message. Encryption can be either asymmetric
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Fig. 1. Linkability in a road without junctions

(in heart-beat mode and pseudonym update) or symmetric (in
group/pairwise communication). These costs may be justified
in VANETs, where vehicles are considered energy-rich nodes.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [20] could also offer
equivalent security with substantially smaller keys e.g., a 160-
bit key is expected to offer comparable security with an RSA
1024-bit key.

VI. PRIVACY AND TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

In our threat model, the adversary has access to all the
wireless traffic of the VANET and can use this information
to conduct a traffic analysis and trace a particular vehicle
or a group of vehicles, thus compromising their privacy.
The intercepted messages of vehicles can be linked to the
RSUs that received them, thus making it possible to estimate
the location of each vehicle and reconstruct the route taken.
Ultimately, the only strategy available for a vehicle to avoid
being traced is to make itself indistinguishable from other
vehicles by ‘hiding in the crowd’.

Several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to
implement this approach (e.g., [1], [17]). In these, vehicles
use pseudonyms that are regularly updated based on spatial
and/or temporal criteria. Clearly there are situations when
such an approach cannot provide unlinkability. For example,
on a clear stretch of road with no junctions, a vehicle can
always be linked to its group, however many times it changes
its pseudonym—see Fig. 1. The same applies to stationary
vehicles, or to vehicles traveling at constant speed. In general,
privacy can only be supported for moving vehicles while they
cross a Junction Point (JP) or crossroads, as other vehicles
enter or exit the junction. The scattering of vehicles makes it
harder to identify the routes that vehicles take—see Fig. 2.

Random silence has also been proposed as a mechanism
to protect the privacy of vehicles (e.g., [4], [18]): in this
approach a vehicle does not transmit any messages while it is
traversing a silent zone. Assuming the silent period is random,
it should be hard to link the vehicles exiting the silent zone
from those entering it. However these mechanisms are subject
to a Bayesian traffic analysis in which the adversary can link
vehicles exiting a silent zone to those that have entered it
by using information regarding the prior state of the system.
Observe that random silence defeats the operations goal of
VANETs and must therefore be restricted to short periods.

( (   ) ) ( (   ) )

A

B

Time = t1

Time = t2

C

C'

A'
( (   ) )

Fig. 2. Unlinkability in a road with junctions

A. Bayesian estimators
Bayesian analysis uses probability and statistical methodol-

ogy to estimate a distribution outcome, based on an observed
(a priori) distribution. For our traffic application, this involves
assessing the most likely outcome of a vehicle identification
procedure, given prior traffic observations. A Bayesian esti-
mator is a decision rule that maximizes (or minimizes) the a
posteriori expectation of a utility (or loss) function.

Consider the following basic example. Suppose that ve-
hicles V1, V2, . . . , Vm enter a silent zone at entry points
P1, P2, . . . , Pm (not necessarily distinct) at time t1, t2, . . . , tm
with speed v1, v2, . . . , vm, respectively, and that vehicle W

exits at point P at time t > ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Then, if
Ri is the set of all routes that link Pi to P , the conditional
probabilities, Prob [W = Vi | {Pj , tj , vj , Rj}j=1,...,m; P, t],
can be used to link the vehicles that exit a silent zone to those
that have entered it. In our case we may take the likelihood
that W = Vi to be

pi =
a

1 + minrk
i
∈Ri

|t − ti − tki |
,

where tki is the time that Vi would take to reach the exit point
P if it used route rk

i ∈ Ri with speed vi, and a is such
that

∑
pi = 1. (Note that if Vi actually uses route rk

i , then
t − ti = tki and |t − ti − tki | = 0.)

For a more interesting estimator we may use a decision
rule that optimizes the expectation taken over m vehicles
W1, W2, . . . , Wm that exit the silent zone. This would involve
probabilities Prob [Vi = Wj ] and the optimization of sums∑

i=1,...,m;π∈Sm
(Prob [Vi = Wπ(i)])

2, where Sm is the sym-
metric group on {1, 2, . . . , m} and π ∈ Sm. As in the previous
case we could use,

pi,j =
a

1 + minrk
i,j

∈Ri,j
|t′j − ti − tki,j |

,

as an estimator for Prob [Vi = Wj ], where Ri,j is the set of
all routes that link the entry point of Vi to the exit point of
Wj , t′j is the time that Wj exits the silent zone, and tki,j is
the time that Vi would take to reach the exit point of Wj if it
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were to use route rk
i,j ∈ Ri,j (again |t′j − ti − tki,j | = 0 if Vi

uses route rk
i,j).

These are rather simple estimators that do not fully exploit
the prior distribution of the traffic. For instance the speed vi

of vehicle Vi is not usually constant, and should be treated as
a stochastic parameter. Earlier traffic observations can be used
to get an approximation of its distribution.

Clearly with any such Bayesian analysis the primary con-
straints that make it hard to disambiguate vehicles are the
complexity of the road topology, the traffic density, the vehicle
proximity and the unpredictable behavior of drivers.

B. Privacy based on road complexity
Our approach to privacy for vehicles in a VANET combines

the ‘hiding in the croud’ and ‘random silence’ strategies, and
is based on the complexity of the road topology. Privacy
(unlinkability) can only be guaranteed if the route taken by
a vehicle crosses several JPs and the local traffic conditions
make it hard to link the vehicles that exit a junction from
those that have entered it. For this purpose, pseudonyms are
only updated when a vehicle crosses a JP, during which a
short period of silence is observed.

VII. DISCUSSION

VANETs can be seen as one of the most promising im-
plementations of MANETs, and it is expected that they will
develop rapidly, as they gain increased attention from both
academia and the industry. For VANETs to become a reality,
a number of security issues need to be addressed. Research in
VANET security has focused on privacy-preserving solutions
that also establish accountability for misbehaving vehicles.
Another important issue is whether privacy can be protected
against a global adversarial observer who performs traffic
analysis in order to link messages to specific vehicles in
motion.

In this paper we presented mechanisms for balancing the
tradeoff between privacy and accountability in VANETs. We
considered both V2V and V2I communication for heart-beat
messages or for updating a vehicle’s pseudonym list. For non-
repudiation and privacy, we required that all messages are
digitally signed by sending vehicles, and then encrypted with
the public key of the intended receiver. We believe that in
this way privacy is strengthened and moreover the efficiency
of changing pseudonyms becomes optimal (pseudonyms are
not changed at the beginning of each session but only when
needed). For a more permanent relationship, we also described
mechanisms for establishing symmetric session keys in pair-
wise or groupwise V2V communications.

Furthermore, we elaborated on the unlinkability aspect pri-
vacy and showed how privacy preserving mechanisms and the
changing of pseudonyms can often be defeated by adversaries
who perform a Bayesian traffic analysis. To this end we
proposed a specific strategy to strengthen unlinkability in
VANET communication: vehicles that cross a junction point
or a crossroads stay silent for short random periods, during
which they also change their pseudonym.

While in its infancy, research in VANET security must
be pursued, and practical solutions that balance the tradeoff
between efficiency and security must be sought.
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